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Abstract

Cryptographic primitives are subject to diverging imper-
atives. Functional correctness and auditability pushes for
the use of a high-level programming language. Performance
and the threat of timing attacks push for using no more
abstract than an assembler to exploit (or avoid!) the micro-
architectural features of a given machine. We believe that
a suitable programming language can reconcile both views
and actually improve on the state of the art of both. Usuba
is an opinionated dataflow programming language in which
block ciphers become so simple as to be “obviously correct”
and whose types document and enforce valid parallelization
strategies at the granularity of individual bits. Its optimizing
compiler, Usubac, produces high-throughput, constant-time
implementations performing on par with hand-tuned refer-
ence implementations. The cornerstone of our approach is
a systematization and generalization of bitslicing, an imple-
mentation trick frequently used by cryptographers.

CCS Concepts • Software and its engineering → Do-

main specific languages; Data flow languages; • Security
and privacy → Block and stream ciphers.

Keywords Optimizing Compiler, Bitslicing, Vectorization
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1 Introduction

Implementations of cryptographic primitives are subject to
stringent requirements. The correctness of a primitive is
not judged based solely on its behavior (a hard problem in
itself [8, 15]) but within a threat model that may, for ex-
ample, include timing attacks or any other side-channel. In
this paper, we focus on timing attacks because, with the de-
velopment of practical and remote timing attacks [10, 21],
providing constant-time implementations has become stan-
dard practice in cryptographic libraries.
To write constant-time code is to fight an uphill battle

against compilers [4], which may silently rewrite one’s care-
fully crafted program into one vulnerable to timing attacks,
and against the underlying architecture itself [52], whose
micro-architectural features may leak secrets through timing
or otherwise. The issue is so far-reaching that tools tradition-
ally applied to hardware evaluation are now used to analyze
software implementations [68], treating the program and its
execution environment as a single black-box.

However, aiming for soundness and security cannot come
at the cost of efficiency. These functions are executed re-
peatedly, processing massive amounts of data. Being able to
sustain a high throughput is therefore essential. Bitslicing
has been introduced by Biham [17] as an implementation
trick to speed up software implementations of DES. Bitslicing
achieves high throughput by increasing parallelism. Most
record-breaking software implementations of block ciphers
exploit this technique [6, 38, 42, 50]. Modern ciphers, meant
to be executed in software, are now designed with bitslicing
in mind [12, 18, 56, 72]. Their design purposefully allows the
programmer to exploit SIMD instruction sets (from Arm’s
Neon extension to Intel’s SSE, AVX and AVX512 extensions).
Such ciphers are massively parallel, bit-level programs.
Most cryptographic primitives are likely to stay in soft-

ware, never graduating to hardware – too expensive and
too rigid. Since Intel Core i5, only AES became widely avail-
able in hardware thanks to its unique position as a NIST
standard. At the other end of the spectrum, the Internet of
Things has motivated the development of lightweight ci-
phers [5, 9, 19, 31] that run reasonably efficiently on low-end
devices with power and code size constraints – a niche left
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vacant by AES and which is unlikely to be filled by a one-
size-fits-all solution. There is therefore a need for supporting
a rich portfolio of cryptographic primitives, both on the low-
end side (the deployed clients) and the high-end side (the
server, interacting with thousands of clients). In this paper,
we focus exclusively on high-throughput implementations
for high-end servers, for which we can reasonably assume
that the threat model is restricted to timing attacks (thus
excluding physical interference with the machine). Targeting
low-end devices and integrating countermeasures against
physical tampering is out of the scope of this paper.
Our language, Usuba [51], has been designed to enable

the high-level description of block ciphers that our com-
piler, Usubac, automatically turns into a high-throughput
and constant-time implementation. The language design – its
syntax, semantics and type system – guarantees that Usuba
programs are by construction parallel and constant-time.
Usuba exploits and generalizes the bitslicing trick [17],

also known as “SIMD Within A Register” [29] (SWAR) in
the compiler community. The key insight of bitslicing is to
consider a block cipher as a combinational circuit written
using bitwise logic operators such as 𝑥&𝑦, 𝑥|𝑦, 𝑥^𝑦 and ~𝑥 .
On a 64-bit machine, the bitwise 𝑥&𝑦 operation effectively
works like 64 parallel Boolean conjunctions, each processing
a single bit. High throughput is achieved by parallelism: 64
instances of the cipher can execute in parallel. The imple-
mentation is constant-time by design: no data-dependent
accesses to memory are made (or, in fact, possible at all).

While restrictive, this programming model is well-suited
for the description of block ciphers. Bit-twiddling, typical
of symmetric ciphers, is naturally expressed, often at no
run-time cost. Their streaming model is compatible with
parallel execution: in parallelizable encryption/decryption
modes – such as counter mode (CTR) – multiple blocks
of the input can be processed in parallel whereas, in non-
parallelizable modes – such as output feedback (OFB) – one
can still multiplex independent encryptions from several,
concurrent clients [30]. Finally, bitsliced implementations
can automatically scale to larger registers (e.g. SIMD).

On SIMD architectures, we can generalize bitslicing in two
variants and thus broaden the scope of the original Usuba
language [51]. Rather than considering the bit as the atomic
unit of computation, one may use 𝑚-bit words as such a
basis (𝑚 being a word size supported by the SIMD engine).
On Intel AVX2, 𝑚 could for example be 8, 16, 32, 64. We
can then exploit vertical SIMD operations to perform logic
as well as arithmetic in parallel. If we visually represent
registers as vertically stacked, vertical operations consist
in element-wise computations along this vertical direction.
On Intel AVX2, we can apply 32 parallel additions on 8-bit
atoms (𝑚 = 8). We call this transformation “vertical slicing”,
or “vslicing” for short.

Rather than considering an𝑚-bit atom as a single packed
element, we may also dispatch its 𝑚 bits into 𝑚 distinct

table SubColumn (in:v4) returns (out:v4) {

6 , 5, 12, 10, 1, 14, 7, 9,

11, 0, 3 , 13, 8, 15, 4, 2

}

node ShiftRows (input:u16x4) returns (out:u16x4)

let out[0] = input[0];

out[1] = input[1] <<< 1;

out[2] = input[2] <<< 12;

out[3] = input[3] <<< 13

tel

node Rectangle (plain:u16x4,key:u16x4[26])

returns (cipher:u16x4)

vars round : u16x4[26]

let round[0] = plain;

forall i in [0,24] {

round[i+1] = ShiftRows(SubColumn(round[i]

^ key[i]))

}

cipher = round[25] ^ key[25]

tel

Figure 1. Rectangle cipher

packed elements, assuming that 𝑚 is less or equal to the
number of packed elements of the architecture. We lose the
ability to perform arithmetic operations but gain the ability
to arbitrarily shuffle bits of our 𝑚-bit word in a single in-
struction (using vpshufb on Intel AVX2). This style relies on
horizontal SIMD operations: we can perform element-wise
computations within a single register, i.e. along an horizontal
direction. We call this transformation “horizontal slicing”, or
“hslicing” for short. Whenever the slicing direction is unim-
portant, we talk about “𝑚-slicing” (assuming that𝑚 > 1) and
call “slicing” the technique encompassing bitslicing (𝑚 = 1)
and𝑚-slicing (𝑚 > 1).
As shown in Section 4, the choice between bitslicing, vs-

licing and hslicing depends on the cipher and the target
architecture. On x86-64 (without SIMD extensions), we have
no choice but to resort to bitslicing. On AVX, the fastest im-
plementation of the Rectangle cipher is vsliced [72] whereas
the fastest implementation of AES is hsliced [38].
Manually writing and maintaining a sliced program is

extremely tedious. For the sake of illustration, Kwan’s imple-
mentation of DES is composed of thousands of lines like the
following:

s1 (r31 ^ k[47], r0 ^ k[11], r1 ^ k[26], r2 ^ k[3], r3 ^ k[13],

r4 ^ k[41], &l8, &l16, &l22, &l30);

s2 (r3 ^ k[27], r4 ^ k[6], r5 ^ k[54], r6 ^ k[48], r7 ^ k[39],

r8 ^ k[19], &l12, &l27, &l1, &l17);

As we shall demonstrate in Section 2, Usuba enables us to
translate almost literally the textbook description of a cipher.
For example, Figure 1 shows the (complete) implementation
of the Rectangle cipher [72].
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Usuba provides domain-specific language constructs, a
type-system guaranteeing safety as well as parallelism, and
an optimizing compiler striving to exploit SIMD and maxi-
mize throughput. By abstracting away parallelism from the
implementation, an Usuba program is trivial to write and
easy to maintain.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:
• We present Usuba, a statically-typed vector-based pro-
gramming language for specifying block ciphers (Sec-
tion 2). Its programming model makes the descrip-
tion of cryptographic algorithms intuitive while its
type system reconciles the need for abstraction – for
code reuse – and specialization – giving access to
architecture-specific features ;

• We describe Usubac (Section 3), an optimizing com-
piler1 translatingUsuba toC. It involves a combination
of folklore techniques (inlining, unrolling) tailored to
the unique problems posed by sliced programs and
introduces new techniques (interleaving, sliced sched-
uling) made possible by our programming model ;

• Finally, we evaluate our Usuba implementation of 5
ciphers (Section 4) in various combinations of slic-
ing modes and target architectures. We show that
Usubac produces code outperforming hand-tuned im-
plementations written in assembly while scaling grace-
fully across several generations of SIMD architectures.
Thanks to Usuba’s expressivity, we are able to com-
pare, at no expense, the performance of all the slicing
modes supported by a given cipher, allowing us to
carry the first – to our knowledge – performance eval-
uation of slicing modes across instruction sets.

Aside from the technical challenge of producing “faster
than hand-tuned” cryptographic code from high-level de-
scriptions, this paper is an attempt to draw the consequences
of the end of Moore’s law. To provide sustained performance
improvements, hardware designers turn to specialization.
Re-compiling old software to target a new architecture does
not automatically pay off anymore, if it ever did. A high-
performance cryptographic primitive for AVX2 is but a poor
cryptographic primitive for AVX512.

Usuba takes the stance that specialized hardware calls for
specializable software. The language design reflects this by
enabling the programmer to encode the parallelism of a ci-
pher in its type. The compiler takes side with Gustafson [32],
targeting faster yet more specialized architectures to tackle
larger problems within the same time frame, i.e. striving for
increased throughput.

1Available from https://github.com/DadaIsCrazy/usuba

2 The Usuba Language

The Usuba language design is driven by a combination
of algorithmic and hardware-specific constraints. Algorith-
mically, implementing a block cipher requires some disci-
pline to achieve high throughput and avoid timing attacks.
To get high throughput, we focus exclusively on parallel
modes of operation such as counter mode (CTR, most widely
used). This excludes feedback modes, such as output feed-
back (OFB), delivering much lower throughput in software.
We translate this constraint by forbidding feedback loops
in our designs. An Usuba program can be understood as a
stateless combinational circuit, parallelizable by design.

Processing independent blocks in parallel forbids us from
using any form of conditional execution. As is standard in
GPU programming, we resort to masking for conditionals,
effectively wiring the two results to a multiplexer. Usuba
programs are thus immune to timing attacks based on branch
prediction, by construction. We are further able to guarantee
the absence of cache effects by forbidding data-dependent
access to memory. For example, we support lookup tables
but compile them to Boolean circuits.
Finally, Usuba must be expressive enough to describe

hardware-oriented ciphers (such as DES or Trivium, which
are specified in terms of Boolean operations) as well as
software-oriented ciphers specified in terms of affine trans-
formations (such as AES and, more generally, ciphers exploit-
ing maximum distance separable matrices [28]). To account
for the former, Usuba provides abstractions to manipulate
vectors, such as extracting a single bit as well as splitting or
combining vectors. To account for the latter, Usuba handles
the matricial structure of each block of data, allowing bit-
level operations to carry over such structured types while
driving the compiler into generating efficient SIMD code.
Altogether, Usuba provides a vector-based programming
model, similar in spirit to APL [35], allowing us to work at
the granularity of a single bit while providing static type-
checking and compilation to efficient code.
Usuba programs are also subject to architecture-specific

constraints. For instance, a cipher relying on 32-bit addition
is a poor candidate for bitslicing: this addition turns into a
genuine full-adder circuit simulated in software. Similarly,
a cipher relying on 6-bit arithmetic would be impossible to
execute in vertical slicing: the SIMD instruction sets ma-
nipulate quantities ranging from bytes to zwords, leaving
aside such an exotic word-size. We are therefore in a rather
peculiar situation where, on the one hand, we would like
to implement a cipher once, while, on the other hand, the
validity of our program depends on a combination of slicing
mode and target architecture.

https://github.com/DadaIsCrazy/usuba
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𝑟0 : 𝑏0
𝑟1 : 𝑏1

...

𝑟63: 𝑏63

(a) Bitslicing: u‘D1 × 64

𝑟0: 𝑏0 . . . 𝑏15
𝑟1: 𝑏16 . . . 𝑏31
𝑟2: 𝑏32 . . . 𝑏47
𝑟3: 𝑏48 . . . 𝑏63

(b) Vertical slicing: uV16 × 4

𝑟0: 𝑏0 𝑏1 𝑏15
𝑟1: 𝑏16 𝑏17 𝑏31
𝑟2: 𝑏32 𝑏33 𝑏47
𝑟3: 𝑏48 𝑏49 𝑏63

(c) Horizontal slicing: uH16 × 4

Figure 2. Data layouts

How canwe, at compile time, providemeaningful feedback
to the Usuba programmer so as to (always) generate high-
throughput code?We address this issue by introducing a type
for structured blocks (Section 2.1) upon which we develop a
language (Section 2.2) supporting parametric polymorphism
(for genericity) and ad-hoc polymorphism (for architecture-
specific code generation) as well as a type system (Section 2.3)
ensuring that “well-typed programs do always vectorize”.

2.1 Data Layout

Our basic unit of computation is the block, i.e. a bitvector of
statically-known length. To account for its matricial struc-
ture and its intended parallelization, we introduce the type
u𝐷𝑚 × 𝑛 to denote 𝑛 ∈ N∗ registers of unsigned𝑚-bit words
(𝑚 ∈ N∗ and “u” stands for “unsigned”) that we intend to par-
allelize using vertical (𝐷 = V) or horizontal (𝐷 = H) SIMD
instructions. A single 𝑚-bit value is thus typed u𝐷𝑚 × 1,
abbreviated u𝐷𝑚.
This notation allows us to unambiguously specify the

data layout of the blocks processed by the cipher. Consider
the 64-bit input block 𝑏0, 𝑏1, . . . , 𝑏63 of the Rectangle cipher,
targeting 128-bit SSE registers. Bitsliced Rectangle manip-
ulates blocks of type uV1 × 64, i.e. each bit is dispatched to
an individual register (Figure 2a). A 16-bit vertical slicing
of Rectangle manipulates blocks of type uV16 × 4, i.e. each
one of the 4 sub-blocks is dispatched to the first 16-bit ele-
ment of 4 registers (Figure 2b). Horizontal slicing has type
uH16 × 4, i.e. each 16-bit word is horizontally spread across
each of the 16 packed elements of 4 SIMD registers (Fig-
ure 2c). Note that directions collapse in the case of bitslicing,
i.e. uV1 × 64 � uH1 × 64. Both cases amount to the same lay-
out, or put otherwise: vertical and horizontal slicing are two
(orthogonal!) generalizations of bitslicing.

For a given data layout, throughput is maximized by filling
the remaining bits of the registers with subsequent blocks of
the input stream, following the same pattern. Thus, a vertical,
16-bit SIMD addition (vpaddw) in vertical slicing will amount
to performing an addition on 8 blocks in parallel. We only
need to specify the treatment of a single slice, Usubac then
automatically generates code that maximizes register usage.
Transposing a sequence of input blocks in a form suitable for
parallel processing is fully determined by its type. Usubac
automatically synthesizes this function and we evaluate its
throughput in Section 4.3.

2.2 Syntax & Semantics

In and of itself,Usuba is an unsurprising dataflow language [1,
25]. We introduce its syntax and semantics by way of an ex-
ample: our implementation of the Rectangle cipher (Figure 1),
whose reference implementation consists in 115 lines of C++.
In the following, we shall leave types and typing aside, com-
ing back to this point in Section 2.3.
An Usuba program is composed of a totally ordered set

of nodes (here, SubColumn, ShiftRows and Rectangle). The
last node plays the role of the main entry point: it will be
compiled to a C function. A node typically consists of an
unordered system of equations involving logic and arith-
metic operators. The semantics is defined extensionally as
a solution to the system of equations, i.e. an assignment of
variables to values such that all the equations hold.

Usuba also provides syntactic sugar for declaring lookup
tables (here, SubColumn), useful for specifying S-boxes. Con-
ceptually, a lookup table is an array: the 𝑛-bit input indexes
into an array of 2𝑛 possible output values. However, to max-
imize throughput and avoid cache timing attacks, the com-
piler expands lookup tables to Boolean circuits. For prototyp-
ing purposes, Usuba uses an elementary logic synthesis al-
gorithm based on binary decision diagrams (BDD) –inspired
by [67]– to perform this expansion. The circuits generated
by this tool are hardly optimal: finding optimal representa-
tions of S-boxes is a full time occupation for cryptographers,
often involving months of exhaustive search [23, 44, 61, 70].
Usuba integrates these hard-won results into a database of
known circuits, which is searched before trying to convert
any lookup table to a circuit. For instance, Rectangle’s S-box
(SubColumn) is replaced with the following node:

node SubColumn (a:v4) returns (b:v4)

vars

t1:v1, t2:v1, t3:v1, t4:v1, t5:v1, t6:v1,

t7:v1, t8:v1, t9:v1, t10:v1, t11:v1, t12:v1

let

t1 = ~a[1]; t2 = a[0]&t1; t3 = a[2]^a[3];

b[0] = t2^t3; t5 = a[3]|t1; t6 = a[0]^t5;

b[1] = a[2]^t6; t8 = a[1]^a[2]; t9 = t3&t6;

b[3] = t8^t9; t11 = b[0]|t8; b[2] = t6^t11

tel
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Syntactically, our treatment of vectors stems from the
work on hardware synthesis of synchronous dataflow pro-
grams [69]. In effect, we are merely describing “software
circuits”. Many programming idioms found in hardware syn-
thesis, which would be extremely inefficient in general, can
be efficiently implemented in our setting. In bitsliced mode,
we can for example permute the 4th and 13th bit of a 16-bit
word at no run-time cost: this amounts to statically swap-
ping the names of the registers holding the 4th and 13th bits
throughout the rest of the program.
Given a vector 𝑥 of size 𝑛 (thus, of type 𝜏 [𝑛]), we can

obtain the element 𝑥 [𝑘] at position 0 ≤ 𝑘 < 𝑛 and the
consecutive elements 𝑥 [𝑘..𝑙] in the range 0 ≤ 𝑘 < 𝑙 < 𝑛.
This syntax is instrumental for writing concise bit-twiddling
code. Indices must be known at compile-time, since variable
indices could compromise the constant-time property of the
code. The type-checker can therefore prevent out-of-bounds
accesses.
Noticeably, vectors are maintained in a flattened form.

Given two vectors 𝑥 and 𝑦 of size, respectively,𝑚 and 𝑛, the
variable 𝑧 = (𝑥,𝑦) is itself a vector of size𝑚 +𝑛 (not a pair of
vectors). Conversely, for a vector𝑢 of size𝑚+𝑛, the equation
(𝑥,𝑦) = 𝑢 stands for 𝑥 = 𝑢 [0..𝑛] and 𝑦 = 𝑢 [𝑛..𝑚 + 𝑛].
To account for repetitive definitions (such as the wiring

of the 25 rounds of Rectangle), the forall construct lets
us declare a group of equations within static bounds. Its
semantics is intuitively defined by macro-expansion: we can
always translate it into a chunk of inter-dependent equations.
However, in practice, the Usubac compiler preserves this
structure in its pipeline and may generate imperative loops
performing destructive updates (Section 3.2).

Some ciphers (e.g. Chacha20, Serpent) are defined in a very
imperative manner, repetitively updating a local state. Writ-
ing those ciphers in a synchronous dataflow language can
be tedious: it amounts to writing code in static single assign-
ment form (SSA). To simplify such codes, Usuba provides an
“imperative assignment” operator x := e. It desugars into a
standard equation with a fresh variable on the left-hand side
that is substituted for the updated state in later equations.

The constructs introduced so far deal with the wiring and
structure of the dataflow graph. To compute, one must in-
troduce operators. Usuba supports bitwise logical operators
(conjunction &, disjunction |, exclusive-or ^ and negation ~),
arithmetic operators (addition +, multiplication * and subtrac-
tion -), shifts of vectors (left << and right >>) and rotations of
vectors (left <<< and right >>>). Their availability and exact
semantics (esp., run-time cost) depend on the slicing mode
and the target architecture, as shown next.

2.3 Type System

Base types. For the purpose of interacting with its crypto-
graphic runtime, the interface of a block cipher is specified
in terms of the matricial type u𝐷𝑚 × 𝑛, which documents
the layout of blocks coming in and out of the cipher.

We also have general vectors whose types are 𝜏 [𝑛], for
any type 𝜏 . Now, consider the key schedule of vsliced Rec-
tangle: it is presented as an object key of type u𝑉 16 × 4[26],
which is 26 quadruples of 16-bit words. To obtain the key
at round 23, we thus write 𝑘𝑒𝑦 [23] while obtaining the 3rd
word of that key one must write 𝑘𝑒𝑦 [23] [3]. The notation
u𝐷𝑚 × 4[26] indicates that accesses must be performed in
column-major order, i.e. as if we were accessing an object of
type u𝐷𝑚[26] [4] (following C convention). In fact, because
vectors are kept flat, the types u𝐷𝑚[26] [4] and u𝐷𝑚 × 4[26]
are actually equivalent from the typechecker’s standpoint,
the compiler collapsing both types to u𝐷𝑚[104]. This appar-
ent redundancy is explained by the fact that types serve two
purposes. In the surface language, matricial types (u𝐷𝑚 × 4)
document the data layout and its SIMDization. In the target
language, the matricial structure is irrelevant: an object of
type u𝐷𝑚 × 4[26] supports exactly the same operations as
an object of type u𝐷𝑚[26] [4]. Surface types are thus nor-
malized, after type-checking, into distilled types.

Parametric polymorphism. A final addition to our lan-
guage of types is the notion of parametric word size and
parametric direction. A cipher like Rectangle can in fact be
sliced horizontally or vertically: both modes of operation
are compatible with the various SIMD architectures intro-
duced after SSSE3. Similarly, the node SubColumn amounts to
a Boolean circuit whose operations (&, |, ^, and ~) are defined
for any atomic word size (ranging from a single Boolean to a
512-bit AVX512 register): SubColumn thus applies to u𝐷1, u𝐷8,
etc. This completes the grammar of distilled types, including
type parameters in word size and direction:

n ∈ N (integers)
⟨𝜏⟩ ::= (types)

| u⟨D⟩ ⟨m⟩ (base type)
| 𝜏 [n] (vectors)
| nat (constants)

⟨m⟩ ::= (size) ⟨D⟩ ::= (direction)
| ‘m (parameter) | ‘D (parameter)
| n (fixed size) | V (vertical)

| H (horizontal)
Nodes being first-order functions, a function type is (at

most) rank-1 polymorphic: the polymorphic parameters it
may depend on are universally quantified over the whole
type (and node body). We use the abbreviation b𝑛 and u𝑚
for the type u‘D1 × 𝑛 and, respectively, u‘D𝑚 where ‘D is the
direction parameter in the nearest scope. Similarly, we write
v𝑛 for u‘D‘m × 𝑛 when ‘m is the nearest word size parameter.

Ad-hoc polymorphism. In reality, very few programs are
defined for any word size or any direction. Only Boolean
circuits are direction polymorphic, bitwise logical operations
applying uniformly. Also, no program is absolutely paramet-
ric in the word size: we can only compute up to the register
size of the underlying architecture.
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Table 1. Operator instances.

Class Instances Architecture Compiled with

Logic(𝜏)
Logic(𝜏) ⇒ Logic(𝜏 [𝑛])

for 𝑛 ∈ N all homomorphic application (n instr.)

Logic(u‘D𝑚) for𝑚 ∈ [1, 64] ≥ x86-64

and, or, etc. (1 instr.)Logic(u‘D𝑚) for𝑚 ∈ [65, 128] ≥ SSE
Logic(u‘D𝑚) for𝑚 ∈ [129, 256] ≥ AVX
Logic(u‘D𝑚) for𝑚 ∈ [257, 512] ≥ AVX512

Arith(𝜏)

Arith(𝜏) ⇒ Arith(𝜏 [𝑛])
for 𝑛 ∈ N all homomorphic application (n instr.)

Arith(uV8)
≥ SSE

vpadd, vpsub, etc. (1 instr.)Arith(uV16)
Arith(uV32)
Arith(uV64) ≥ AVX2

Shift(𝜏)

Shift(𝜏 [𝑛]) for 𝑛 ∈ N all variable renaming (0 instr.)
Shift(uV‘m),
Shift(uH‘m) ⇒ Shift(u‘D‘m) all depends of instance

Shift(uV16) ≥ SSE
vpsrl/vpsll (≤ 3 instr.)Shift(uV32)

Shift(uV64) ≥ AVX2
Shift(uH2)

≥ SSE
vpshuf (1 instr.)

Shift(uH4)
Shift(uH8)
Shift(uH16)
Shift(uH32) ≥ AVX512
Shift(uH64)

To capture these invariants, we introduce a form of bounded
polymorphism through type-classes [71]. Whether a given
cipher can be implemented over a collection of word size
and/or direction is determined by the availability of logical
and arithmetic operators. We therefore introduce three type-
classes for logical, arithmetic and shift/rotate operations:
Logic(𝜏) :
& :𝜏 → 𝜏 → 𝜏

| :𝜏 → 𝜏 → 𝜏

^ :𝜏 → 𝜏 → 𝜏

~ :𝜏 → 𝜏

Arith(𝜏) :
+ :𝜏 → 𝜏 → 𝜏

* :𝜏 → 𝜏 → 𝜏

- :𝜏 → 𝜏 → 𝜏

Shift(𝜏) :
» :𝜏 → nat → 𝜏

« :𝜏 → nat → 𝜏

»> :𝜏 → nat → 𝜏

«< :𝜏 → nat → 𝜏

The implementations of these classes depend on the type
considered and the target architecture. For instance, arith-
metic on 13-bit words is impossible, even in vertical mode.
The generated code also depends on a combination of types
and target architecture. For instance, shifting a vector amounts
to renaming registers whereas shifting in horizontal mode
requires an actual shuffle instruction. We chose to provide
instances solely for operations that can be implemented stat-
ically or with a handful of instructions.

Our type-class mechanism is not user-extensible. The list
of all the possible type-classes instances is summarized in
Table 1. This set of instances is obviously non-overlapping so
our overloading mechanism is coherent: if the type-checker
succeeds in finding an instance for the target architecture,
then that instance is unique.

Type-checking. Despite its unusual combination of features,
Usuba’s type system is rather unsurprising. First, it is applied
to a first-order and explicitly-typed language, thus requiring
no type inference. Second, vectors – while perhaps intimidat-
ing – can only take statically-known sizes: we are far away
from the realm of dependent types, merely touching upon
phantom types techniques. The combination of prenex poly-
morphism and type-classes is well understood. We therefore
refrain from further expounding our type system.

As a result of these features, our generic implementation of
Rectangle type-checks as-is when targeting any instruction
set beyond SSE, meaning that it can be sliced vertically or
horizontally. In Section 3.1, we shall describe themechanisms
at our disposal to produce vertically or horizontally sliced C
code as well as for extracting a bitsliced implementation.

3 The Usubac Compiler

The Usubac compiler consists of two phases: the front-end
(Section 3.1), whose role is to distill Usuba’s high-level con-
structs into a minimal core language, and the back-end (Sec-
tion 3.2), which performs optimizations over the core lan-
guage. The core language, calledUsuba0, amounts to dataflow
graphs of Boolean and arithmetic operators. In its final pass,
the back-end translate Usuba0 to C code with intrinsics.
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3.1 Front-end

The front-end extends the usual compilation pipeline of syn-
chronous dataflow languages [16, 69], namely normalization
and scheduling, with domain-specific transformations. Nor-
malization enforces that, aside from nodes, equations are
restricted to defining variables at integer type. Scheduling
checks that a given set of equations is well-founded and con-
structively provides an ordering of equations for which a se-
quential execution yields a valid result. In our setting, sched-
uling has to be further refined to produce high-performance
code: scheduling belongs to the compiler’s back-end.
Several features of Usuba requires specific treatment by

the front-end. First, the language offers domain-specific syn-
tax for specifying cryptographic constructs such as lookup
tables or permutations. We boil these constructs down to
Boolean circuits. Second, the language provides a limited
form of parametric polymorphism while offering an over-
loading mechanism for logical and arithmetic operations
based on ad-hoc polymorphism. We produce monomorphic
code, with types and operations being expanded to machine-
baked instructions for the target architecture and parallelism
discipline.

Monomorphization. The parametric polymorphism offered
by Usuba enables the concise description of size-generic or
direction-generic algorithms. The choice of execution model
can thus be postponed to compile-time. However, the code
generated by Usuba must be monomorphic. Striving for per-
formance, we cannot afford to manipulate boxed values at
run-time. Also, the underlying SIMD architecture does not al-
low switching between a vertical or horizontal style of SIMD
operations. The Usubac compiler provides flags -H and -V to
monomorphize the main node to the corresponding horizon-
tal or vertical direction, while the -w m flag monomorphizes
the atomic word size to the given positive integer m.
Crucially, we do not implement ad-hoc polymorphism

by dictionary passing [71], which would imply a run-time
overhead, but resort to static monomorphization [36]. Pro-
vided that type-checking was successful, we know precisely
which operator instance exists at the given type and macro-
expand it.

Flattening: from𝑚-slicing to bitslicing. Wemay alsowant
to flatten an 𝑚-sliced cipher to a purely bitsliced model.
Performance-wise, it is rarely (if ever) interesting: the higher
register pressure imposed by bitslicing is too detrimental.
However, some architectures (such as 8-bit micro-controllers)
do not offer vectorized instruction sets at all. Also, bitsliced
algorithms serve as the basis for hardening software imple-
mentations against fault attacks [45, 64]. To account for these
use-cases, Usuba can automatically flatten a cipher into bit-
sliced form. Flattening is a whole-program transformation
(triggered by passing the flag -B to Usubac) that globally
rewrites all instances of vectorial types u𝐷𝑚 × 𝑛 into the

type b𝑚[𝑛]. Note that the vectorial direction of the source
is irrelevant: it will be collapsed after flattening. The rest of
the source code is processed as-is: we rely solely on ad-hoc
polymorphism to drive the elaboration of the operators at
the rewritten types. Either type checking (and, therefore,
type-class resolution) succeeds, in which case we have ob-
tained the desired bitsliced implementation, or type-class
resolution fails, meaning that the given program exploits op-
erators that are not available in bitsliced form. For instance,
short of providing an arithmetic instance on b8, we will not
be able to bitslice an algorithm relying on addition on uV8.
Once again, we rely on ad-hoc polymorphism to capture

(in a single conceptual framework) the fact that a given
program may or may not be amenable to bitslicing. The user
is thus presented with a meaningful type error, which points
out exactly which operator is incompatible with (efficient)
bitslicing.

Usuba0. The front-end produces a monomorphic dataflow
graph whose nodes correspond to logical and arithmetic op-
erations provided by the target instruction set. This strict
subset of the Usuba language is called Usuba0. It translates
almost directly to C: in principle, we only need to schedule
the code (as described in the following Section) after which
each equation turns into a variable assignment of an integer
type. Nodes are translated to function definitions whereas
node calls translate to function calls. However, the Usuba0
code produced by the front-end is subjected to several opti-
mizations before delivery to a C compiler. We describe these
transformations in the following Section.

3.2 Back-end

The back-end exclusively manipulates Usuba0 code, taking
advantage of referential transparency as well as the fact
that we are dealing with a non Turing-complete language.
Optimizations carried out at this level are easier to write but
also more precise. The back-end is complementary with the
optimizations offered by C compilers. There is a significant
semantic gap between the user intents expressed in Usuba
and their straightforward sliced translations inC. This results
in missed optimization opportunities for the C compiler, of
which we shall study a few examples in the following. The
back-end authoritatively performs these optimizations at the
level of Usuba0.

Interleaving. A first optimization consists in interleaving
several executions of the program. Usuba allows us to sys-
tematize this folklore programming trick, popularized byMat-
sui [49]: for a cipher using a small number of registers (for
example, strictly below 8 general-purpose registers on In-
tel), we can increase its instruction-level parallelism (ILP)
by interleaving several copies of a single cipher, each ma-
nipulating its own independent set of variables. This can be
understood as a static form of hyper-threading, by which
we (statically) interleave the instruction stream of several
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parallel execution of a single cipher. By increasing ILP, we
reduce the impact of data hazards in the deeply pipelined
CPU architecture we are targeting. Note that this technique
is orthogonal from slicing (which exploits spatial parallelism,
in the registers) by exploiting temporal parallelism, i.e. the
fact that a modern CPU can dispatch multiple, independent
instructions to its parallel execution units. This technique
naturally fits within our parallel programming framework:
we can implement it by a straightforwardUsuba0-to-Usuba0
translation.

The interleaving heuristic itself is retrospectively straight-
forward: the number of interleaved instances is set to be the
number of CPU registers available on the target architec-
ture divided by the maximal number of live registers in the
given algorithm. For example, Serpent and Rectangle use
respectively 8 and 7 AVX registers at most, which drives the
compiler to pick an interleaving factor of 2 when compil-
ing. Choosing a larger factor would induce spilling, which is
highly detrimental to performance.
A second design decision concerns the size of the inde-

pendent code blocks to be interleaved. We have empirically
observed that we can adopt a coarse-grained approach: we
chose to alternate between blocks of 10 equations from each
of the interleaved instances. The scheduling performed by
Usubac and the instruction scheduling later performed by C
compilers will do an excellent job at taking advantage of the
resulting ILP.
On Serpent, we observe that the throughput of 2 inter-

leaved ciphers is 21.75% higher than the throughput of a
single cipher, while increasing the code size by 29.3%. Sim-
ilarly for Rectangle, the throughput increases by 27.62% at
the expense of a 19.2% increase in code size.

Inlining. The decision of inlining nodes is partly justified
by the usual reasoning applied by C compilers: a function
call implies a significant overhead that, for very frequently
called functions (such as S-boxes, in our case) makes it worth
the increase in code size. In fact, all the compilers we have
tested (excepted GCC in some situations) are able to spot the
fact that S-boxes, for example, benefit from being inlined.
Usubac is only a helping hand here, making sure that the
user does not observe a performance regression because of
what could only be characterized as a bug in the C compiler’s
heuristics.

Bitslicing, however, sends the inlining heuristics of C com-
pilers astray. A bitsliced node compiles to a C function taking
hundreds of variables as inputs and outputs. For instance,
the round function in DES takes 120 arguments once bit-
sliced. Calling such a function requires the caller to push
hundreds of variables onto the stack while the callee has to
go through the stack to retrieve them, leading to a signifi-
cant execution overhead but also a growth in code size. C
compilers naturally avoid inlining this function because its

code is quite large, missing the fact that calling it actually
becomes a bottleneck.

OnDES, inlining results in a 44.8% improvement in through-
put while actually reducing code size by 9.1%. Similarly, a bit-
sliced implementation of AES (automatically obtained from
the more efficient hsliced version) is 24.24% more efficient
with inlining at the expense of a 24.8% increase in code size.
Because the AES round function is significantly larger than
its number of input variables, we notice an increase of code
size. However, increasing code size is hardly a performance
issue in our setting: our code is executed in a straight-line se-
quence, with few to no control flow instructions. As a result,
whatever big the resulting binary is, instruction prefetch
allows us to amortize the few cache misses over the whole
cache lines.

Besides, inlining offers more opportunities for scheduling.
For instance, symmetric cipher are usually composed of a
sequence of 10 to 20 applications of a single round function.
Inlining this function enables Usubac to schedule instruc-
tions across rounds, so as to increase ILP.

Algorithm 1 Bitsliced code scheduling
1: procedure Schedule(prog)
2: for each function call funCall of prog do

3: for each variable v in funCall’s arguments do
4: if v’s definition is not scheduled yet then
5: schedule v’s definition next
6: schedule funCall next
7: for each variable v defined by funCall do
8: for each equation eqn of prog using v do

9: if eqn is ready to be scheduled then

10: schedule eqn next

Scheduling bitsliced code. Our scheduling algorithm dif-
fers significantly depending on whether we are scheduling
bitsliced or𝑚-sliced code. In a bitsliced program, the single,
major bottleneck is register pressure: a significant portion of
the execution time is spent spilling registers to and from the
stack. On DES, about 1 in 5 instructions deals with spilling.
The role of scheduling is therefore to minimize register pres-
sure as much as possible.

One might expect the C compiler to already minimize reg-
ister pressure. However, it is well known that combining reg-
ister allocation and instruction scheduling is NP-hard [55],
and modern C compilers use heuristics to get the best possi-
ble approximations in most cases. In the bistlicing setting,
where hundreds of variables are alive at the same time, those
heuristics often prove to be inefficient, and miss opportuni-
ties to lower the spilling.

Our scheduling algorithm (Algorithm 1) focuses on reduc-
ing the live ranges of function calls arguments and return
values –regardless of whether those functions will be inlined
or not–. The reasonning behind it is as follows. According to
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the x86-64 calling conventions, the first 8 arguments of func-
tion calls are passed in registers. It is therefore profitable to
schedule the instructions computing those arguments close
to the function call, thus removing the need to spill them
only to reload them later into registers. As for return values,
they are returned by reference in a structure (since x86-64
calling conventions do not allow functions to return more
than one value), which amounts to having spilled them al-
ready. However, by moving instructions that uses them right
after the function call, we increase the potential benefits of
inlining: the return values will not need to be spilled but in-
stead will be allowed to stay in registers as their live ranges
will now be much shorter.

On bitsliced DES, combining scheduling and inlining in-
creases throughput by 6.77% compared to the inlined code
and reduces code size by 9.9% whereas, on bitsliced AES,
throughput is increased by 2.49% and code size reduced by
3.4%. This witnesses the fact that the scheduling performed
by Usubac is able to reduce unnecessary spilling, which was
not spotted by C compilers. Overall, combining inlining and
scheduling results in a net 45.8% increase in throughput com-
pared to baseline. Similarly, on bitsliced AES, throughput is
globally improved by 26.22%.

Scheduling𝑚-sliced code. Unlike bitsliced code,𝑚-sliced
programs have much lower register pressure. Spilling is less
of an issue, the latency of the few resulting load and store
operations being hidden by the CPU pipeline. Instead, the
challenge consists in being able to saturate the parallel CPU
execution units. To do so, one must increase ILP, taking into
account the availability of specialized execution units. For
instance, hsliced code will rely on SIMD shuffle instructions
(vpshufb) that can be executed on a single execution unit on
current Skylake architecture. Performing a sequence of shuf-
fles is extremely detrimental to performance: the execution
of the shuffles (and their respective dependencies) become
serialized, bottlenecking the dedicated execution unit.
One might think that the out-of-order nature of modern

CPU would alleviate this issue, allowing the processor to
execute independent instructions ahead in the execution
streams. C compilers (such as ICC and Clang) seems to
adopt this policy: groups of shuffle in the source code will be
scheduled as-is in the resulting assembly. Only GCC statically
schedules independent (for example, arithmetic) instructions
in-between shuffles in the generated assembly. However,
due to the bulky nature of sliced code, we observe that the
reservation station is quickly saturated, preventing actual
out-of-order execution.
We statically increase ILP in Usubac by maintaining a

look-behind window of the previous 16 instructions (which
corresponds to the maximal number of registers available
on Intel platforms without AVX512) while scheduling. To
schedule an instruction, we search among the remaining
instructions one with no data hazard with the instructions in

the look-behind window, and that would execute on a differ-
ent execution unit. If no such instruction can be found, we
reduce the size of the look-behind window, and, utlimately
just schedule any instruction that is ready.
This scheduling algorithm increased the throughput of

hsliced AES by 2.43%, and of vsliced Chacha20 by 9.09%.
Inspecting the generated assembly, we notice that, in both
cases, the impact of data hazards have been minimized by
reorganizing computations within each rounds.

Inlining is instrumental in improving the quality of sched-
uling in this setting too: it allows instructions to flow freely
across node calls. For instance, a round of Chacha20 is spec-
ified in terms of 2 half-rounds, which we naturally imple-
ment with two nodes. Thanks to inlining, we can afford to
define a node, hence increasing readability, knowing that,
performance-wise, it is transparent.
Whereas inlining allows scheduling to improve the code

quality within a single round, symmetric ciphers usually
combine ten or more iterations of a given round. For instance,
Chacha20 performs 10 iterations of a double round, and
AES performs between 10 and 14 rounds. In Usuba, these
iterations are naturally expressed with a grouped definition,
using the forall declaration.

Usubac can choose between expanding the forall dec-
laration – unrolling the loop at the expense of code size –
or to translate it into a C for loop. The loop bounds being
statically known, the C compiler could also decide to fully
unroll this loop. However, the size of the loop body being
significant, compilers prefer to avoid unrolling it, a sound
decision in general since code locality ought to be preserved.
Since we have perfect locality anyway, code size is not an
issue in our setting. We may thus profitably unroll all the
rounds into a single straight-line program: scheduling is
thus able to re-order instructions across distinct encryption
rounds. On AES (resp. Chacha20), this yields a 3.22% (resp.
3.63%) speedup compared to an implementation performing
intra-round scheduling only, at the expense of a 31.90% (resp.
19.40%) increase in code size.

Remark. It would be tempting to integrate the above opti-
mizations as a domain-specific backend for, say, LLVM [46].
We conjecture that the resulting compiler would not be radi-
cally different nor significantly faster than Usuba. First, our
optimizations are complementary to those performed by the
C compiler (e.g., inlining). They would be expressed almost
as-is over LLVM-IR. Second, Table 2 will show that there is
no silver bullet among compilers: we are currently free to
pick the absolute best compiler, even if closed source. Third,
going the extra mile and targeting C simplifies integration in
existing code bases, as witnessed by the incorporation of the
C files produced by HACL* [73] into the Firefox and Wire-
guard projects. This allows the cryptographical primitives
to potentially outlive the DSL. In the following, we evaluate
the performance of the code generated by our compiler.
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Table 2. Optimal configurations

Cipher Mode Compiler Inlining Unrolling Interleaving Scheduling
DES bitslice Clang ✓ ✓ ✓

AES bitslice Clang ✓ ✓ ✓
hslice Clang ✓ ✓ ✓

Rectangle
bitslice ICC ✓ ✓ ✓
hslice GCC ✓ ✓
vslice Clang ✓ ✓

Chacha20 vslice ICC ✓ ✓ ✓
Serpent vslice Clang ✓ ✓

4 Experimental Results

We use the Supercop [13] benchmarking framework to mea-
sure the throughput of reference implementations of 3 ci-
phers (AES, Chacha20 and Serpent) in CTR mode and 2 ci-
phers in ECB mode (DES and Rectangle). To provide a fair
comparison, focused solely on the implementation of the
cryptographic primitive, we benchmark our implementa-
tion following the same key schedule and CTR increment
algorithms. This puts us at a slight disadvantage over some
implementations that fuse the runtime into the primitive, so
as to further speed up computation. Unlike the hand-tuned,
assembly implementations, ours are bound to respect x86
calling conventions, implying a small overhead. It is future
work to integrate the cryptographic runtime as part of our
model, so as to be able to optimize it as well. We have con-
ducted our benchmarks on a Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6500 CPU
@ 3.20GHz machine running Ubuntu 16.04.5 LTS (Xenial
Xerus) with Clang 7.0.0, GCC 8.1.0 and ICC 18.0.2.

By design, our sliced implementations are constant-time:
no data-dependent branches or access to memory are ever
made. We nonetheless experimentally validated this claim
using the dudect [68] tool, which statistically checks that
the execution time of our primitive is independent of its
input. All our implementations have received a green flag,
unsurprisingly.

In Table 2, we provide a high-level view of our benchmark
results: for each cipher and each of its supported slicingmode,
we indicate the combination of C compiler and Usubac fea-
tures (Section 3.2) that led to the code delivering the highest
throughput. We observe that no C compiler stands out as
producing the most efficient code in all situations. The same
goes for Usubac optimizations: their potency depends on
the algorithm as well as its slicing mode. The combination
of inlining, unrolling and scheduling is a requirement on
bitsliced code. Interleaving is generally useful in𝑚-sliced
modes (vertical or horizontal), under the proviso that the
cipher uses a small number of register (which is not the case
for Chacha20 or AES).

4.1 Benchmarks

In Table 3, we report the benchmark of our Usuba imple-
mentations of 5 ciphers against the most efficient publicly
available implementations. We provide the SLOC count of
the cipher primitive (i.e. excluding key schedule and counter
management) for every implementation. Usuba codes are
almost always shorter than the reference ones, as well as
more portable: for each cipher, a single Usuba code is used to
generate every specialized SIMD code. Latencies are shown
for illustrative purposes, and are roughly the same for Usuba
and reference implementations. Unsurprisingly, bitslicing
exhibit higher latencies than 𝑚-slicing since more blocks
must be loaded before computation can proceed.
Our first benchmark is DES [57] in Electronic Codebook

(ECB) mode [58]. Needless to say, DES in general and its ECB
mode in particular are not secure and should not be used
in practice. However, the simplicity and longevity of DES
makes for an interesting benchmark: bitslicing was born out
of the desire to provide fast software implementations of DES,
which results in publicly-available, optimized C implementa-
tions in bitsliced mode for 64-bit general-purpose registers.
Our implementation, using the same S-box, is faster, thanks
in large part to our careful treatment of register spilling.
Our second benchmark is AES [59], whose fastest hand-

tuned SSSE3 and AVX implementations are hsliced. The two
reference implementations are given in hand-tuned assem-
bly. On AVX, one can take advantage of 3-operand, non-
destructive instructions, which significantly reduces register
pressure. Thanks to Usubac, we have compiled our (single)
implementation of AES to both targets, our AVX implemen-
tation taking full advantage of the extended instruction set
thanks to the C compiler. Our generated code lags behind
hand-tuned implementations because the latter fuse the im-
plementation of the counter-mode (CTR) run-time into the
cipher itself. In particular, they locally violate x86 calling
conventions so that they can return multiple values within
registers instead of returning a pointer to a structure. If we
manually modify our implementation to avoid this indirec-
tion (and, as a result, violate the calling conventions), our
AVX implementation is on par with the corresponding hand-
tuned one (i.e. within the margin of error).
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Table 3. Comparison between Usuba code & reference implementations

Mode Cipher Instr. set Code size (SLOC) Throughput (cycles/byte) Speedup Latency (cycles)
Ref. Usuba Ref. Usuba Usuba

bitslicing DES [43, 44] x86-64 1053 655 12.01 11.47 +4.50% 5872
16-hslicing AES [37, 38] SSSE3 272 218 7.77 7.92 -1.93% 1013
16-hslicing AES [39, 41] AVX 339 218 5.59 5.71 -2.15% 730
32-vslicing Chacha20 [12, 27] AVX2 20 24 1.03 1.02 +0.97% 522
32-vslicing Chacha20 [12, 53] AVX 134 24 2.09 2.07 +0.96% 529
32-vslicing Chacha20 [12, 53] SSSE3 134 24 2.72 2.31 +15.07% 591
32-vslicing Chacha20 [12] x86-64 26 24 5.64 5.65 -0.18% 361
32-vslicing Serpent [18, 33] AVX2 300 214 4.33 4.53 -4.62% 579
32-vslicing Serpent [18, 34] AVX 300 214 8.36 8.66 -3.59% 554
32-vslicing Serpent [18, 40] SSE2 300 214 11.48 11.29 +1.66% 722
32-vslicing Serpent [18, 62] x86-64 300 214 30.37 25.78 +15.11% 412
16-vslicing Rectangle [72]2 AVX2 115 31 2.45 2.10 +14.29% 268
16-vslicing Rectangle [72] AVX 115 31 4.92 4.21 +14.43% 269
16-vslicing Rectangle [72] SSE4.2 115 31 14.51 11.18 +22.95% 715
16-vslicing Rectangle [72] x86-64 115 31 28.61 25.88 +9.54% 207

Chacha20 [12] has been designed to be efficiently imple-
mentable in software, with an eye toward SIMD. The fastest
implementation to date is vsliced. Key to our success has
been our ability to do instruction scheduling within each
round as well as across successive rounds. Chacha20’s round
is composed of 4 updates of 4 variables, which, done sequen-
tially, suffer from data hazards. Our scheduling algorithm is
able to effectively interleave those updates, thus removing
any data hazard.

Serpent [18] was another contender to the AES challenge.
It can be implemented with a small number of 64-bit registers
(less than 8). Its fastest implementation is written in assembly,
exploiting the AVX2 instruction set. It interleaves 2 parallel
executions of the cipher. While Usubac generates C code
using this optimization, the assembly produced by Clang
contains about 25% more memory MOVs than the reference
implementation, thus making us fall a few percents behind.
On general purpose 32-bit registers, however, the reference
C code does not use interleaving, allowing us to be about
15% faster.

Rectangle [72] is a lightweight cipher, designed for rela-
tively fast execution on micro-controllers. It only consumes
a handful of registers. The reference implementation of Rec-
tangle is manually vsliced in C++ and fails to take advantage
of interleaving: as a result, our straightforward Usuba im-
plementation easily outperforms the reference one.

4.2 Scalability

Figure 3 shows the scaling of our implementations on the
main SIMD available on Intel: SSE (SSE4.2), AVX, AVX2
and AVX512. Those benchmarks were compiled using ICC
18.0.1, and executed on a Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6126 CPU @
2.60GHz running a Scientific Linux 7.5 (Nitrogen).

We omitted the cost of transposition in this benchmark
to focus solely on the cryptographic primitives. The cost
of transposition depends on the data layout and the target
instruction set. For example, the transposition of uV16 × 4
costs 0.09 cycles/byte on AVX512 while the transposition of
uH16 × 4 costs up to 10.76 cycles/byte on SSE.
One could expect the speedup to be linear in the size of

registers, but the reality is more complex. Spilling wider reg-
isters puts more pressure on the L1 data-cache, leading to
more frequent misses. To stay within thermal design power
(TDP) envelope of the CPU, wider SIMD execution units
(from AVX to AVX512) are throttled, meaning that the pro-
cessor must perform time-consuming frequency reduction
steps. AVX and AVX512 registers need tens of thousands
warm-up cycles before being used, since they are not pow-
ered when no instruction uses them. SSE instructions take
two operands and overwrite one to store the result, while
AVX offer 3-operand non destructive instructions, thus re-
ducing register spilling. Also, successive generations of SIMD
instructions expand the number of registers (from 8 with
SSE, 16 with AVX and 32 with AVX512), further reducing
the need for spilling. The latency and throughput of most
instructions differ from one micro-architecture to another
and from one SIMD to another. For instance, up to 4 gen-
eral purpose bitwise operations can be computed per cycle,
and only 3 SSE/AVX. Finally, newer SIMD extensions tend
to have more powerful instructions than older ones. For in-
stance, AVX512 offers, amongmany useful features, a bitwise
ternary logic instruction (vpternlogq) that computes any
three-operand binary function at once. We distinguish AVX
from AVX2 because the latter introduced shifts, n-bit integer
arithmetic, and byte-shuffle on 256 bits, thus making it more
suitable for slicing on 256 bits.
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Figure 3. Scalability of SIMD compilation

Bitslice Rectangle and DES both scale nicely. As any bit-
sliced algorithm, they both suffer from a lot of spilling, and
therefore benefit a lot from having more registers available:
using AVX instructions instead of SSE allows to use non-
destructive 3-operand instructions, therefore yielding a 10
to 15% speedup, without using wider registers. When dou-
bling the word size by using 256-bit AVX2 registers instead
of 128-bit, the speedup is unsurprisingly doubled. AVX512
benefits are twofold. First, they provide twice more registers
than AVX2, thus reducing the spilling. Second, they offer a
bitwise ternary logic instruction, which is exploited by ICC
to fuse nested logical gates. Overall, this allows Rectangle
and DES to run almost 5 times faster on AVX512 than on SSE.
Bitslice AES, on the other hand, does not benefit from having
wider registers, because it contains many more spilling and
memory operations: about 6 times more than Rectangle and
DES. Consequently, increasing the register size puts more
pressure on the caches: while AES suffers from less than
1% misses in the L1 data cache when using general purpose
64-bit registers, that number grows to 6% on SSE, 14% on
AVX2, and up to 50% on AVX512.

Overall, 𝑚-sliced programs are similar excepted when
it comes to shuffle and 𝑚-bit arithmetic. As a result, they
exhibit similar scaling behavior. They tend to use only a
handful of variables, and do not suffer from spilling as much
as bitsliced implementations, which explains why using
AVX instructions yields only a marginal – if any – improve-
ment in throughput. As in bitslicing, AVX2 registers allows
the throughput to be doubled. AVX512 is particularly benefi-
cial because of the aforementioned vpternlogq instruction.
This translates into a good speedup on Rectangle and AES
while the effect is reduced on Chacha20, which involves few
Boolean operations.

4.3 Monomorphizations

As explained in Section 2.3, we can specialize our polymor-
phic implementation of Rectangle to all types of slicing and
SIMD instruction set: for instance, on AVX2, the vsliced C
implementation of Rectangle generated from the Usuba code
will have the type

void Rectangle (__m256i plain[4], __m256i key[26][4],

__m256i cipher[4])

while the bitsliced SSE implementation has type

void Rectangle (__m128i plain[64], __m128i key[26][64],

__m128i cipher[64])

This allows us to present the first – to the best of our
knowledge – comparison of vsliced, hsliced and bitsliced
implementations of a single cipher (Figure 4).
Overall, vslicing is much more efficient than bitslicing

and hslicing. One of the main reason is that it uses a very
efficient transposition (about 15 instructions), as it only needs
to transpose up to words of 16-bit, unlike in bitslicing where
the transposition goes all the way down to single bits. Both
𝑚-slicing techniques use only a handful of registers, which
explains why bitsliced implementations are slower than𝑚-
sliced ones.
Excluding transposition, vslicing and hslicing exhibits

very similar performances. This is not surprising since both
codes are similar: their only difference comes from the ro-
tations of Rectangle, each of which is done with a shuffle
in hslicing, and 2 shifts and a or in vslicing. However, shuf-
fles can be executed only on Port 5 of the Skylake CPU,
while shifts and ors can be executed on Ports 0, 1 and 5,
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which means that both version of the rotations have the
same throughput in isolation.
On 64-bit general purpose registers, bitslicing is actually

faster than vslicing because the latter processes only one
block at a time, as a consequence of the lack of x86-64 in-
struction to shift 4 16-bit words in a single 64-bit register.

5 Related Work

Bitslicing compilers. The idea of automating the genera-
tion of bitsliced primitives was developed by Pornin [67],
who designed a proof-of-concept compiler called bsc. We
borrow bsc’s syntax for lookup tables and permutations. As
a prototype, it has been used to bitslice DES, for which it pro-
duced an excessively large C file (65000 variables for 65000
statements) exhibiting poor performance. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the only attempt at mechanically deriv-
ing a bitsliced implementation from a high-level algorithmic
description: some clues left in bitsliced reference implemen-
tations seem to suggest that cryptographers use scripting
languages to aid in setting the basis of their programs but
the grunge-work of connecting and optimizing the pieces is
left to the programmer.
The previous version of Usuba also dealt with bitslicing

only. Our earlier work [51] explored the impact of bitslicing
on a broad range of SIMD architectures (from SSE to AVX512
but also Arm Neon and IBM AltiVec). Thanks to𝑚-slicing,
Usuba can be used to implement a broader range of ciphers
while enabling new optimizations (m-sliced scheduling, in-
terleaving). In the present work, we also formally account
for the front-end (type system and type-class mechanism).

The swarc compiler of Fisher [29] can be understood as a
slicing compiler of sort. SIMD within a register stems from
an attempt at defining a programming model to unify the 14

vendor-specific SIMD instruction sets available at the turn
of the millennium. By programming within this model, pro-
grammers do not need to worry about the availability of
particular SIMD instructions on target architectures: when
an instruction is not realized in hardware, the compiler would
provide “emulation code”. Our use-case takes us to the oppo-
site direction: it forbids us from turning to emulation since
our interest is precisely to expose as much of the (relevant)
details of the target SIMD architecture to the programmer.

Data-parallel languages. The difficulty of writing efficient
and future-proof SIMD programs has nonetheless persisted,
hence the search for alternative programming model. The
Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) programming model
has recently been suggested to address the frustration of C
programmers trying to vectorize their inherently sequential
programs [66]. Usuba takes a similar stance: to take full
advantage of hardware-level parallelism, we must be able to
describe the parallelism of our programs. Our scope is much
narrower however: we are concerned with high-throughput
realization of straight-line, bit-twiddling programs whose
functional and observational correctness is of paramount
importance. This rules out the use of a variant of C or C++
as a source language.
Our work bears some similarity (and is indeed culturally

acclimated to) the work on Data Parallel Haskell [48, 65]. The
combination of parametric polymorphism, ad-hoc overload-
ing, and equational reasoning is common to both Haskell
and Usuba. In principle, we conjecture that one could trans-
late – with minor modifications – our Usuba programs into
semantically equivalent Haskell ones. However, a Haskell
program comes with a superfluous runtime system for our
purposes, while the Turing completeness of the language
would impede future efforts on automated verification.
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Constant-time cryptography. Several, complementary tools
have been proposed to guarantee that cryptographic primi-
tives run in constant time. A first approach consists in ver-
ifying a posteriori that a given implementation is constant
time [3]. Using a formal timing model of an abstract machine,
one can use automated theorem provers to show that a pro-
gram is safe within this model. Taking advantage of such a
security verifier, which processes LLVM code, Cauligi et al.
[26] side-step the C compiler, substituting it for a domain-
specific language allowing the user to indicate whether an
input is a secret or not. Thanks to a powerful type system,
they can help programmer write constant-time code while
the compiler exploits types to avoid leaking secret informa-
tion through timing while carrying the annotations across to
the LLVM code and thus use ct-verif [3] for verification.

Portable assemblers. Rather than fight against C compilers,
cryptographers tend to develop their own assemblers, aiming
at the same time at writing high-performance code while au-
tomating much of the boilerplate [11, 60]. The semantics of
these “languages” remain largely undocumented, making for
a poor foundation to carry verification work. Recent works
have been trying to bridge that gap [2, 20] by introducing
full-featured portable assembly languages, backed by a for-
mal semantics and automated theorem proving facilities. The
arguments put forward by these works resonate with our
own: we have struggled to domesticate 3 compilers, taming
them into somewhat docile register allocators for SIMD in-
trinsics. While this effort automatically ripples through to all
Usuba programs, it is still a wasteful process. In the future,
we would like to replace our dependency on C compilers by
directly targeting one of these portable assembler.

Languages for cryptography. More generally, cryptogra-
phers with an inclination for verification have been prone
to invest in domain-specific languages. This methodology
is exemplified by Cryptol [47], whose primary goal is to
support validation and verification of crypto-systems. Sim-
ilarly, the 𝐹★ language is a key component of the Everest
project [15], which provides a verified implementation of
HTTPS. CAO [7, 54] is also an inspiration to Usuba: it has
demonstrated that some crypto-systems can be described
as operations in a given algebraic structure (the finite field
GF(28) for AES), using a compiler to produce somewhat effi-
cient code from such a high-level description. Usuba aims at
closing that gap too, starting from measurably efficient code
and now working its way to higher levels of abstractions.

Cryptographical implementation tricks. Historically, bit-
slicing was born out of Biham’s ingenuous software imple-
mentation of DES and it quickly became folklore amongst
cryptographers, leading to it being used to speed-up other
ciphers and applied on SIMD architectures. Interleaving [49]

is another technique introduced in the context of the Camel-
lia cipher, which we turn into a systematic program trans-
formation in Usuba. Other techniques, such as counter-
caching [63] or natively supporting Galois Fields arithmetics
[23, 24], would be natural extensions of the present work.

6 Conclusion

We have presented Usuba, a synchronous dataflow program-
ming language designed to write bitsliced code. Using para-
metric polymorphism, Usuba allows us to concisely and
generically describe block ciphers, which can then be spe-
cialized to a given slicing mode and architecture to produce
efficient C codes.

We implemented domain-specific optimizations, like inter-
leaving and scheduling, and as a result, Usubac produces C
code whose performance is similar to hand-tuned assembly.
We backed up this claim by benchmarking our codes against
some of the best hand-tuned bitsliced (DES), hsliced (AES)
and vsliced (Serpent, Rectangle, Chacha20) implementations
available.

Future work Usuba is restricted to describing combina-
tional circuits. We would like to extend it with controlled
form of stateful computation that would, by typing, be com-
patible with sliced compilation. For instance, Trivium [22]
is a stateful stream cipher in which the bits of the state are
only used 64 rounds after their definition. It can therefore
be efficiently bitsliced on 64-bit registers.

Usuba currently focuses solely on the cryptographic prim-
itive, at the exclusion of the cryptographic run-time (key
schedule, CTR increment). Integrating these elements in
Usuba, would enable further optimizations, like counter
caching [14]: in CTR-mode, some ciphers, such as AES, ex-
hibit low diffusion during individual rounds, some of the
early computations of the cipher can be cached instead of
being recomputed for every block, thus yielding a speedup
of up to 15%.

Finally, bitslicing has been used to protect cryptographic
codes against fault attacks, using temporal and spatial re-
dundancy [45, 64] for instance. While protecting an imple-
mentation by hand is a tedious and error-prone task, we
could add a front-end to Usuba to automatically add such
counter-measures.
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